Mount Pleasant Studio in-house lighting (updated 22.9.20)

- 4 x Arri SkyPanel S60C lights £160 each
- 2 x Snapbag/Grids for S60C lights £40 each
- SkyPanel Octodome 5’ with grid £50
- 2 x ARRI T12’s £75 each
- 4 x Bambino Strand 10K’s with scrim set £45 each
- 6 x ARRI 5K’s with scrim set £21 each
- 4 x ARRI 2K’s with scrim set £16 each
- 4 x ARRI 1K’s with scrim set £13 each
- 3 x ARRI 650W’s with scrim set £9 each
- 3 x ARRI 300W’s with scrim set £9 each
- 2 x 4’ 4 bank Kinoflos £48 each
- 1 x Image 80 £85 per day
- 1 x set of 4 150W Dedo Kit with dimmers £65 per day
- 1 x set of 3 150W Dedo kit with lens and iris £55
- 2 x 2.5K zaps £10 each
- 4 x 8 Lights Mini Brutes £15 each
- 5 x 2K Blondes £16 each
- 4 x 800W Redheads £11 each
- Analogue Dimmer rack with control desk with 12 x 32amp outlets and 6 x 63amp outlets £80
- 4 x Distribution boxes 63amp to 16amp £24 each
- 2 x K9 32amp to 16amp £5 each
- 9 x Strand 1K Cyc Lights £10 each
- 9 x 4.8K Space Lights with Silks/Blackouts £28 each
- 6 x Ground Rows £34 each
- 4 x 4’x4’ Floppy flag £6 each
- 20 x Cloth flags in various sizes £3 each
- 2 x Net kits £14 each set
- 4 x 2’x 2’ Aluminium trace frames £2 each
- 4 x 3’x 3’ Aluminium trace frames £3 each
- 4 x 4’x 4’ Aluminium trace frames £4 each
- 4 x 8’x 4’ Aluminium trace frames £6 each
- Large combi ladder £12 each
- Large Step ladder £10 each
- Medium Step ladder £8 each
- Small Step Ladders £6 each
- Scaffold tube length £3 per section
- Scaffold swivel clamp £2 each
- Sandbag £2 each
- Various sized spigots £2 each
- 1” Poly Holder £2 each
- Poly Forks £2 each
- Frame Holder £2 each
- Flag Arm 20”/40” £2 each
- Flag Knuckles £2 each
- Honka Bonka’s £2 each
- 2 x Apple Box Sets £12 each set
- Side Arm £2 each
- Safety Bond £1 each
- Magic Arm with variable Friction + K clamps £3 each
- G-Clamps £2 each
- Italian Clamps £2 each
- Base Plate £2 each
- A Clamp (large) £2 each
- Gaffa Clamp £2 each
- Barrel Clamps £2 each
- Big Bens £2 each
- Stage weights £2 each
- 20 x Large C-Stand £5 each
- 4 x Medium C-Stand £4 each
- 2 x Small C-Stand £4 each
- 4x Double Wind Up Stands £10 each
- Double High Lifts £2 each
- 3 x Single Wind Up Stands £8 each
- 8 x Pup/2K Stands £4 each
- 6 x Low Boys £5 each
- 3 x Pee Wee Stands £4 each
- Scaffold Poles £4 per section
- 6 x Folding props tables £3 each
- 13amp extension cable £2 each
- 16amp 25’ cable £5 each
- 32amp 25’ cable £5 each
- 63amp 25’ cable £8 each
- 2 x Drums 13amp cable £5 each
- 4 x 2.5K inline dimmers £8 each
- 2 x 10K inline dimmers £16 each
• 13amp > 16amp jumpers £2 each
• 16amp > 13amp jumpers £2 each
• 16amp > 13amp outlet £2 each
• 16amp > 13amp 2 gang outlet £2 each
• 16amp > 13amp 4 gang outlet £2 each
• 32amp > 16amp Y-cords £2 each
• 63amp > 32amp Y-cords £2 each
• 3 x Point 1 outlets to power 20K’s FREE
• 2 x adjustable A frames £6 each
• A wide selection of 2,4,6’s and wedges £2 each
• 2 x 8’x4’ steel decks £20 each
• 12’ x 12’ frame £20
• 12’ Full silk £20
• 12’ Half Silk £20
• 12’ Grid cloth £30
• Large Wind machine/Mole Fan Kit £30
• Jetstream Wind machine £20
• 15’ x12’ black drapes £24 each
• Finger and Dot kit £18
• Motorised 10” turntable with variable speed & reverse £80